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Abstract—In recent years, there has been a great deal of
research in developing end-to-end speech recognition models,
which enable simplifying the traditional pipeline and achiev-
ing promising results. Despite their remarkable performance
improvements, end-to-end models typically require expensive
computational cost to show successful performance. To reduce
this computational burden, knowledge distillation (KD), which
is a popular model compression method, has been used to
transfer knowledge from a deep and complex model (teacher) to a
shallower and simpler model (student). Previous KD approaches
have commonly designed the architecture of the student model
by reducing the width per layer or the number of layers of the
teacher model. This structural reduction scheme might limit the
flexibility of model selection since the student model structure
should be similar to that of the given teacher. To cope with this
limitation, we propose a new KD method for end-to-end speech
recognition, namely TutorNet, that can transfer knowledge across
different types of neural networks at the hidden representation-
level as well as the output-level. For concrete realizations, we
firstly apply representation-level knowledge distillation (RKD)
during the initialization step, and then apply the softmax-level
knowledge distillation (SKD) combined with the original task
learning. When the student is trained with RKD, we make use of
frame weighting that points out the frames to which the teacher
model pays more attention. Through a number of experiments
on LibriSpeech dataset, it is verified that the proposed method
not only distills the knowledge between networks with different
topologies but also significantly contributes to improving the
word error rate (WER) performance of the distilled student.
Interestingly, TutorNet allows the student model to surpass its
teacher’s performance in some particular cases.
Index Terms—Speech recognition, connectionist temporal clas-
sification, knowledge distillation, teacher-student learning, trans-
fer learning
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENTLY, there has been a huge interest in the researchon end-to-end speech recognition, such as the connec-
tionist temporal classification (CTC) [1], attention encoder-
decoder [2], and recurrent neural network transducer (RNN-
T) [3]. End-to-end models directly map an input speech signal
into the corresponding sequence of words yielding better per-
formance compared to the conventional deep neural network
(DNN)-hidden Markov model (HMM) hybrid systems. How-
ever, most end-to-end models require heavy computation and
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of TutorNet. Prior approaches typically transfer
knowledge between models with the same structure (i.e., just reducing
the layer size or the width per layer). The proposed method can connect
teacher/student models in the knowledge distillation task, in which both
models have different topologies.
a large number of parameters for a successful performance.
In order to achieve competency within the constraints on
resources, it is desirable to design a more lightweight model.
Knowledge distillation (KD) is one of the most popular
approaches for model compression, which aims at transferring
knowledge from a bigger network (teacher) to a much smaller
network (student). It is generally assumed that the teacher has
been trained separately while consuming huge computation.
The goal of KD is to make the student mimic the behavior
of the teacher, leading to better performance compared to
the case when it is solely trained. In designing the student
model’s architecture, conventional KD approaches typically
reduce the layer width or the number of layers of the teacher
model, which reduces the number of parameters dramatically.
However, this simple structure reduction scheme usually limits
the flexibility of model selection. For speech recognition,
there have been various types of end-to-end models, such
as DeepSpeech2 [4], Wav2Letter [5], and Jasper [6]. Despite
the diversity of such models available, the conventional KD
technique usually employs the student model structure similar
to that of the given teacher model. In other words, no matter
how suitable some models are as a teacher (high performance)
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2or a student (less parameter, fast inference, etc.), the adoption
has often been restricted due to their structure being different
from the counterpart.
To handle this limitation, in this paper, we propose a
TutorNet framework that allows KD to be applied in an
unexplored setting where the architecture of the student is
inherently different from that of the teacher, as conceptually
displayed in Fig. 1. For instance, via TutorNet, a recurrent
neural network (RNN)-based DeepSpeech2 can benefit from
the distilled knowledge of a convolutional neural network
(CNN)-based Jasper not only at the hidden representation-
level but also at the output-level. The opposite case, i.e.,
transferring knowledge from CNN-based Jasper to RNN-based
DeepSpeech2, is also possible. Furthermore, the student can
be trained with the knowledge of both CNN-based Jasper
and RNN-based DeepSpeech2. We apply a network called
TutorNet, which connects the teacher and student models,
enabling flexible knowledge transfer even when the two mod-
els have different types of structures. TutorNet consists of
two stages: (1) representation-level KD (RKD) for initializing
the network parameters and (2) softmax-level KD (SKD) for
transferring softmax prediction, where both stages can be
applied regardless of the difference in model architecture.
When training the student model with RKD, we utilize frame
weighting that picks the frames to which the teacher model
pays attention. We verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method via a substantial model comparison.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce TutorNet for transferring the hidden rep-
resentation and softmax values across different types of
neural networks. On top of that, we also make use of
frame weighting, reflecting which frames are important
for KD.
• To distill frame-level posterior in the CTC framework, we
suggest that l2 loss is more suitable than the conventional
Kullback-Leibler (KL)-divergence.
• The proposed method substantially outperformed the
other conventional KD methods in several speech recog-
nition experiments. It is noted that the student model
performs even better than its teacher in some particular
cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related work
is described in Section II. We introduce the proposed KD
method, namely TutorNet, in Section III, describe experimen-
tal settings in Section IV, and then present experimental results
obtained under various settings in Section V. The analysis of
the experimental results is provided in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)
Generally, an end-to-end speech recognition model di-
rectly maps a sequence of input acoustic features x1:T =
{x1, ..., xT } into a sequence of target labels y1:N =
{y1, ..., yN} where yn ∈ Y with Y being the set of labels
in texts. T and N are respectively the total number of
frames and the length of the target label sequence. To deal
with the sequence-to-sequence mapping problem when the
two sequences have unequal lengths, the CTC framework
[1] introduces “blank” as an additional label and allows
the repetition of all labels across frames. An intermediate
sequence pi1:T = {pi1, ..., piT } is a sequence of initial output
labels for each frame, as every input frame xt is mapped
to a certain label pit ∈ Y ′ where Y ′ = Y ∪ {blank}. A
mapping function B, which is defined as y = B(pi), converts
the intermediate sequence pi into the final output sequence
y after merging consecutive repeated characters and remov-
ing blank labels. For example, two intermediate sequences
{ε, c, c, c, ε, a, ε, ε, t, t, ε} and {c, c, ε, ε, a, a, ε, ε, ε, ε, t} (us-
ing ‘ε’ to denote blank label) correspond to the same sequence
{c, a, t} through the mapping function B. The alignment
between the input x and the target output y is not explicitly
required in CTC training. The conditional probability of the
target label sequence y given the input sequence x is defined
as
p(y|x) =
∑
pi∈B−1(y)
p(pi|x). (1)
where B−1 denotes the inverse mapping and returns all possi-
ble intermediate sequences compatible with y. The conditional
probability of a path pi = {pi1, ..., piT } can be calculated as
follows:
p(pi|x) =
T∏
t=1
p(pit|x). (2)
Given the target y and the input x, the loss function LCTC is
defined as
LCTC = −
∑
(x,y)∈Z
ln p(y|x) (3)
where Z represents a training dataset.
B. Knowledge Distillation
Neural network models usually perform well with a large
number of parameters. However, as a model architecture gets
deeper, it requires heavy computation for both training and
testing. To mitigate this computational burden, there has been
a long line of research on KD, which aims at distilling
knowledge from a big teacher model to a small student
model. With this additional transfer procedure, the student
can perform better compared to naive training. Existing KD
methods typically fall into two categories: (1) transferring class
probability and (2) transferring the representation of the hidden
layer.
Generally, the output layer for the classification tasks uses
softmax as an activation function. The output of the teacher
model is a probability distribution over the target classes,
and the sum of the outputs equals 1. Hinton et al. [7] first
introduced KD, which distills class probability by minimizing
the KL-divergence between the softmax outputs of the teacher
and student. Compared to the one-hot label, the teacher’s soft-
max prediction has a nonzero probability value for each target
class. This soft label is normally considered more informative
than the one-hot encoded ground truth, further improving the
student model in KD. The KD technique mentioned above
only considers the output of the teacher model. Romero et
3Fig. 2. An overview of our KD approach for end-to-end speech recognition. There are two stages of training: (1) representation-level KD with frame weighting
and (2) softmax-level KD. Firstly, the process of representation-level KD initializes the student by minimizing the distance between hidden representation of
the teacher model wtea and student model wstu. In order to consider frame weighting, reflecting which frames are important for KD, it takes the hidden
representation of the teacher model wtea as an input and yields frame weighting mask MFW . Afterwards, the student model, initialized via representation-level
KD, is trained with the normal CTC training and softmax-level KD.
al. [8] proposed an alternative approach of transferring the
representation-level values of the hidden layers where the
mean squared error (MSE) between the hidden layers of both
models is minimized.
In previous studies for speech recognition, KD typically has
been applied to DNN-HMM hybrid systems by minimizing the
frame-level cross-entropy loss between the output distributions
of the teacher and student [9]–[12]. In the case of KD under
the cross-entropy criteria, the KD loss can be calculated as
LKD = −
∑
y
ptea(y|x) ln pstu(y|x) (4)
where ptea(y|x) represents the posterior probability of the
target label y given the input x yielded by the teacher model,
and pstu(y|x) is that of the student model.
The same frame-level KD method has also been applied
to KD of CTC models [13]. The frame-level KD in CTC
framework can be computed as follows:
LCTC−KDframe = −
∑
x∈Z
T∑
t=1
∑
k∈Y′
ptea(k|xt) ln pstu(k|xt)
(5)
where ptea(k|xt) and pstu(k|xt) denote the posterior probabil-
ity of the teacher and student CTC models, respectively. How-
ever, as reported in previous studies [13]–[15], applying the
frame-level KD approach to the CTC-based speech recognition
system can worsen the word error rate (WER) performance
compared with the CTC model, which is trained only with
the ground truth.
To address this problem, Takashima et al. [14] proposed
a KD method that distills a sequence-level knowledge in the
CTC framework using the teacher model’s N-best hypothe-
ses. Kurata and Audhkhasi [16], [17] also introduced a KD
approach for long short-term memory (LSTM)-CTC-based
speech recognition model where a student can be trained using
the frame-wise alignment of the teacher.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Our main goal is to transfer the teacher model’s knowledge
to the student model without being restricted to the types of
model architecture. As shown in Fig. 2, TutorNet is mainly
composed of two stages: (1) representation-level KD (RKD)
with frame weighting and (2) softmax-level KD (SKD). In
Section III-A, we first describe the initialization step RKD,
where the student benefits from the hidden representations
of the teacher. Although the two models have different types
of architecture, the proposed method enables flexible knowl-
edge transfer at the representation-level. While training the
student with RKD, we make use of frame weighting that
picks the frames to which the teacher model pays attention.
Section III-B subsequently introduces SKD, which allows the
student to frame-wisely track the posterior distribution of the
teacher. Previous studies [13]–[15] have found that applying
the conventional frame-level KD to the student CTC model
is a challenging problem. Based on these observations, we
adopt the l2 loss function instead of the conventional objective
function.
A. Representation-Level Knowledge Distillation with Frame
Weighting
As mentioned above, the most frequently employed KD
approach for speech recognition is to train a student with the
teacher’s softmax prediction as a target, besides the one-hot
encoded ground truth. However, the hidden representations of
the teacher model are also considered important to provide
essential knowledge for training the other. Moreover, if we
can transfer hidden representations regardless of the types
4Fig. 3. The procedure of frame weighting.
of neural network architecture, more flexible and effective
distillation will be possible.
1) Hidden representation matching using 1D convolutional
layer: Let w(i)tea and w
(j)
stu respectively denote the hidden
representation from the i-th and j-th layers of the teacher
and student models where both models are assumed to have
different architecture. In the CTC framework, when the speech
signal x is given as an input to both models, the i-th hidden
layer representation of the teacher model can be expressed
as w(i)tea(x) ∈ RT×Dt , where T represents the total number
of frames with the hidden layer dimension Dt. In a similar
way, w(j)stu(x) ∈ RT×Ds , where Ds denotes the hidden layer
width. Since usually the hidden layer dimensions Dt and Ds
are different, we apply a convolutional layer to minimize the
following mismatch error:
‖w(i)tea(x)− cθ(w(j)stu(x))‖22 (6)
where cθ is a 1D convolutional layer, and θ denotes its
parameters. Concerning that wstu has a different structural
nature from wtea, the convolutional layer cθ not only converts
the hidden layer size of the student from Ds to Dt but also
effectively distills the teacher’s hidden layer information even
when both models have different architecture.
2) Frame weighting: It is generally accepted that each
frame of the speech has different importance for KD. For
instance, active speech periods should be treated more im-
portantly than the silence periods. For this reason, instead of
transferring all the hidden representations equally, we employ
frame weighting that puts more emphasis on frames that
correspond to the neurons with high activations. A frame
weighting function ψ(·) takes the teacher’s representation
wtea ∈ RT×Dt as an input and yields a frame weighting mask
MFW ∈ RT×Dt . As illustrated in Fig. 3, the procedure for
computing MFW is as follows:
a) Average wtea over the horizontal (hidden representation
dimension) axis, where the resulting vector is in RT×1.
b) Map the average values between 0 and 1 by using a
sigmoid function σ(·).
c) Replicate the values of the vector for Dt times along the
hidden layer dimension.
d) The frame weighting mask MFW is calculated, having
the same dimension as that of wtea.
RKD is used to initialize the student’s parameters before
CTC training. It aims to transfer the hidden representations
which serve good initialization of the model parameters. In
Fig. 4. Given two distributions ptea and pstu of a certain frame t, there is
no overlap between the two distributions.
RKD, considering the frame weighting mask MFW , the stu-
dent model is trained to minimize the following loss function:
LRKD =
∑
x∈Z
∑
(i,j)∈I
‖MFW  (w(i)tea(x)− cθ(w(j)stu(x)))‖22
(7)
where I represents a set of candidate layer index pairs, and 
indicates the Hadamard product. In Equation (7), it is assumed
that the i-th layer of the teacher model is transferred to the
j-th layer of the student when (i, j) ∈ I.
B. Softmax-Level Knowledge Distillation
Before we describe SKD for distilling frame-level posterior
in the CTC framework, it might be beneficial to first review
some characteristics of the CTC model. The output of the
CTC model has two notable characteristics to consider when
transferring a posterior distribution to the other. First, as noted
in prior studies [1], [18], the softmax prediction obtained from
a CTC-trained model is very spiky. This indicates that the soft-
max output tends to be similar to the one-hot vector. Secondly,
since CTC is an alignment-free framework, CTC models
trained with the same training data can have different frame-
level alignments. In other words, the frame-level alignment
yielded by the student can be different from that of the teacher.
Unfortunately, this characteristic makes KD difficult because
the KL-divergence and cross-entropy can hardly converge.
Suppose we have two probability distributions ptea and pstu
obtained at a certain frame t. As shown in Fig. 4, ptea has the
highest probability on label ‘a’ and pstu on ‘blank’. In this
case, the KL-divergence becomes infinity and KD is hard to
converge.
In previous studies [13]–[15], it has been confirmed that ap-
plying the conventional frame-level KD approach can worsen
the performance of a student CTC model compared with a
model trained without KD. Also, we tried to train a student
CTC model with the interpolation between the original CTC
loss (Equation (3)) and frame-level KD (Equation (5)), but it
failed to converge as reported in [14].
To deal with this instability problem, we propose to use l2
loss instead of the KL-divergence. Since l2 distance between
two distributions always has a finite value unlike the KL-
divergence, it improves the numerical stability of the distil-
lation loss. This alternative approach, namely SKD, allows
student to stably learn the alignment of all the output labels,
5including blank ones. The SKD loss LSKD to train the student
model is given as
LSKD =
∑
x∈Z
‖softmax(ftea(x)
τ
)− softmax(fstu(x)
τ
)‖22
(8)
where ftea and fstu are the logits obatained from the teacher
and student models respectively, and τ represents a tempera-
ture parameter. During SKD training, the SKD loss LSKD and
the standard CTC loss LCTC are combined as an integrated
loss. Thus, the final objective function for SKD can be
formulated as
LCTC−SKD = LCTC + λSKD · LSKD (9)
where λSKD is a tunable parameter.
C. Learning Procedure
Our approach includes two stages of training: RKD as
the initialization step and SKD in conjunction with the CTC
objective as the fine-tuning step. Firstly, by minimizing LRKD
without the CTC loss function, the student can mimic the
teacher’s behavior at the representation-level. To effectively
transfer the representation-level knowledge of the teacher, we
apply the frame weighting mask MFW as in Equation (7).
After the RKD initialization, the student model is trained with
SKD. As the student is trained to minimize the combined loss
LCTC−SKD, it can frame-wisely track the softmax prediction
of the teacher.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
A. Dataset
We evaluated the performance of the proposed method
on the widely-used LibriSpeech dataset. LibriSpeech [19]
is a large-scale (about 1000 hours) English speech corpus
derived from audiobooks, sampled at 16kHz. The dataset is
divided into clean and other. In the experiment, “train-clean-
100”, “train-clean-360”, and “train-other-500” were used in the
training phase. For evaluation, “dev-clean”, “dev-other”, “test-
clean”, and “test-other” were applied.
B. Performance Metrics
In our experiments, we measured two metrics: word error
rate (WER) and relative error rate reduction (RERR). WER
is commonly employed to quantify speech recognition perfor-
mance. To calculate WER, the number of errors is obtained
by counting the substitutions, insertions, and deletions that
occur in the recognition result. Then, it is divided by the total
number of words in the correct sentence. RERR shows how
much the WER is reduced, in proportion, compared to the
baseline. In our experiment, all results were evaluated based
only on greedy decoding without any language model.
TABLE I
GREEDY WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH DEV-CLEAN AND PARAMETERS (M)
COMPARISON ACROSS BASELINE MODEL CONFIGURATIONS.
Model Type WER (%) Parameters (M)
Jasper DR 3.61 332.6
DeepSpeech2 7.64 13.1
Jasper Mini 8.66 8.2
C. Model Configuration
For KD, we adopted the following three different speech
recognition models which are used as the teacher or student
model:
• Jasper Dense Residual (DR) [6]: Jasper DR is a deep
time-delay neural network (TDNN) composed of blocks
of 1D convolutional layers. This differs from the original
Jasper in that it has dense residual connections. The
output of the convolution block is fed as an input to all
the blocks via dense residual connections.
• DeepSpeech2 [4]: DeepSpeech2 has the architecture of a
deep RNN with a combination of convolutional and fully
connected layers.
• Jasper Mini: Jasper Mini is composed of blocks of
depthwise separable 1D convolutional layers. Depthwise
separable convolution reduces the number of parameters
and the computation required in the convolutional oper-
ations.
Table I compares WERs obtained from the three baseline
models when greedy decoding was applied and the number
of parameters.
D. Implementation Details
Our experiments were conducted using OpenSeq2Seq [20],
which is a TensorFlow [21]-based toolkit for sequence-to-
sequence models. We extracted 64-dimensional log-Mel filter-
bank features as the input, and the character set has a total
of 29 labels with all lowercased Latin alphabet letters (a-
z), apostrophe, space, and blank label. In the case of Jasper
DR, we used the checkpoint provided by the OpenSeq2Seq
toolkit. For other models, all the training was performed on
three Titan V GPUs, each with 12GB of memory. While
training the RNN-based DeepSpeech2, Adam algorithm [22]
was employed as an optimizer with an initial learning rate of
0.001 that was reduced with polynomial decay. In the case
of the CNN-based Jasper Mini, we used NovoGrad optimizer
[23] based on stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The initial
learning rate of the optimizer started from 0.02, and it also
had the same decaying policy as above. For RKD, we selected
the last layer1 of the teacher and student models to transfer
the hidden representation, and the student was trained for 5
epochs. Then, 50 epochs were spent for CTC training with
SKD. We experimentally set the tunable parameter λSKD to
0.25, which showed the best performance in the dev-clean set.
1CTC is regarded as a frame-level classification. Based on the general use
of the last layer in KD of classification task, we chose the last layer for RKD
training.
6TABLE II
COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
CNN-based teacher 3.61 11.37 3.77 11.08
RNN-based student 7.64 22.02 7.70 22.60
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 7.69 22.17 8.01 22.91
+ Guided CTC training [17] 7.32 22.16 7.63 22.66
+ Ours 6.64 21.16 6.97 21.06
TABLE III
RERR (%) ON LIBRISPEECH DEV-CLEAN. WE EVALUATED THE
PERFORMANCE AT EACH STAGE OF TUTORNET IN THE CASE OF CNN →
RNN.
TutorNet WER (%) RERR (%)
SKD 7.21 5.63
SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.74 11.78
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.64 13.09
E. Conventional KD techniques for performance comparison
We applied the following conventional KD techniques for
performance comparison2:
• CTC baseline [24]: The student model is trained solely
based on the ground truth as the target, i.e., λSKD = 0
in Equation (7).
• Sequence-level knowledge distillation [14]: N-best hy-
potheses of the teacher are used as a sequence-level
knowledge for KD. In this experiment, the 5-best hy-
potheses were extracted using KenLM [25], where the
language model weight, the word insertion weight, and
the beam width were experimentally set to 2.0, 1.5, and
256, respectively.
• Guided CTC training [17]: From the posterior distribution
of the teacher, guided CTC training makes a mask that
sets 1 only at the output label of the highest posterior at
each frame. The student can be guided to align with the
frame-level alignment of the teacher by using the guided
mask.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in
various situations, we tried five different transfer scenarios:
• CNN → RNN: From CNN-based model (Jasper DR) to
RNN-based model (DeepSpeech2)
• CNN → CNN: From CNN-based model (Jasper DR) to
CNN-based model (Jasper Mini)
• RNN → CNN: From RNN-based model (DeepSpeech2)
to CNN-based model (Jasper Mini)
• RNN → RNN: From RNN-based model (DeepSpeech2)
to RNN-based model (DeepSpeech2)
2We tried to train a student CTC model with the interpolation between
the original CTC loss (Eq. (3)) and frame-level KD (Eq. (5)), and it failed
to converge as reported in [14]. Therefore, the frame-level KD was not
considered for comparison.
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
CNN-based teacher 3.61 11.37 3.77 11.08
CNN-based student 8.66 23.28 8.85 24.26
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 8.96 23.73 9.10 24.81
+ Guided CTC training [17] 7.81 21.93 8.29 22.49
+ Ours 6.12 18.02 6.23 18.69
TABLE V
RERR (%) ON LIBRISPEECH DEV-CLEAN. WE EVALUATED THE
PERFORMANCE AT EACH STAGE OF TUTORNET WHEN CNN → CNN.
TutorNet WER (%) RERR (%)
SKD 7.64 11.78
SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.40 26.10
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.12 29.33
• RNN & CNN → CNN: From two teachers (Jasper DR
& DeepSpeech2) to CNN-based model (Jasper Mini)
A. CNN → RNN
In this scenario, we applied Jasper DR, which consists of 54
convolutional layers (332.6M parameters), as the teacher. As
for the RNN-based student model, we applied DeepSpeech2,
consisting of two 2D convolutional layers followed by three
512-dimensional bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) layers and
one fully connected layer (13.1M parameters). The WER of
the CNN-based teacher model was 3.61 % on LibriSpeech
dev-clean dataset, and that of the RNN-based student model
was 7.64 %.
We compared the performance of the proposed TutorNet
with other previous KD approaches. Table II summarizes the
WER results on LibriSpeech. The results show that most of the
conventional KD methods did not always perform better than
the student baseline, and in some cases, their performances
were even worse. In contrast, TutorNet always improved the
performance from the original student. As shown in Table III,
each stage of TutorNet was found to be useful for training
the student. We observed that the RNN-based model can be
effectively trained using the hidden representation of the CNN-
based one via TutorNet. Also, RKD with frame weighting
contributed to improving the WER performance compared
with the unweighted RKD. Our best performance was achieved
in case of using RKD and SKD altogether, which provided
13.09% RERR in the dev-clean scenario.
B. CNN → CNN
We also conducted experiments between Jasper DR and
Jasper Mini. Pre-trained Jasper DR was employed as the
teacher and Jasper Mini as the student. The experimental
setting of Jasper DR was the same as above (WER 3.61 % and
332.6 M parameters). As a CNN-based student, we adopted
7TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
RNN-based teacher ? 6.64 21.16 6.97 21.06
CNN-based student ? 8.66 23.28 8.85 24.26
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 8.17 22.43 8.46 23.34
+ Guided CTC training [17] 8.01 21.94 8.11 22.53
+ Ours 6.26 18.01 6.33 18.37
TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
RNN-based teacher ‡ 7.21 21.78 7.47 22.15
CNN-based student ‡ 8.66 23.28 8.85 24.26
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 7.49 20.81 7.55 21.84
+ Guided CTC training [17] 7.74 21.29 7.85 21.88
+ Ours 6.25 18.10 6.27 18.82
Jasper Mini with 33 depthwise separable convolutional layers
(8.2M parameters), whose WER performance was 8.66 %.
The main structural difference between the two models is that
Jasper Mini consists of depthwise separable convolutions with
no dense residual connection.
The results in Table IV report that TutorNet showed signif-
icant improvement even when the teacher and student models
had different convolution types. Compared to the results in
CNN→ RNN scenario, the guided CTC training [17] achieved
considerable improvement over the student baseline with WER
7.81% and RERR 9.82% for dev-clean. Still, the proposed
method showed the best performance in all configurations with
WER 6.12 % and RERR 29.33 % on the dev-clean dataset.
It demonstrates that TutorNet can be an effective choice for
KD between different CNN-based architecture models. From
Table V, we also confirmed that SKD and RKD significantly
improved the WER performance from the original student in
all cases, and the best performance was obtained when both
were combined.
C. RNN → CNN
In addition to the previous experiments, we proceeded to
verify whether a CNN-based model can benefit from the guid-
ance of an RNN-based model. Since our distilled RNN-based
student model (WER 6.64%) in Section V-A performed better
than the original DeepSpeech2 model in the OpenSeq2Seq
toolkit, we employed it as the RNN-based teacher ?3. For
3Since we adopted two different RNN-based teachers in this experiment,
we used symbols to distinguish them, i.e., RNN-based teacher ? and RNN-
based teacher ‡. CNN-based student ? and CNN-based student ‡ respectively
indicate the CNN-based student model that distilled from RNN-based teacher
? and RNN-based teacher ‡.
TABLE VIII
RERR (%) ON LIBRISPEECH DEV-CLEAN. WE EVALUATED THE
PERFORMANCE AT EACH STAGE OF TUTORNET IN THE CASE OF RNN →
CNN.
Teacher model TutorNet WER (%) RERR (%)
SKD 7.32 15.47
RNN-based teacher ? SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.40 26.10
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.26 27.71
SKD 6.65 23.21
RNN-based teacher ‡ SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.32 27.02
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.25 27.83
Fig. 5. Analysis of the training loss LCTC−SKD . We compared CNN-based
student model distilled from CNN-based teacher, RNN-based teacher ?, and
RNN-based teacher‡, respectively.
a CNN-based student model, Jasper Mini was repetitively
adopted as in Section V-B.
WERs on LibriSpeech corpus are shown in Table VI. From
the results in Table VI, we observed that TutorNet helped
the CNN-based student benefit from the teacher with RNN-
based structure, while achieving better performance than the
other conventional methods. Interestingly, when both SKD and
RKD applied, the CNN-based student ? performed better than
its teacher in all cases. In the dev-clean scenario, TutorNet
achieved WER 6.26 %, although that of the teacher was 6.64
%.
From the results in Table VIII (Teacher model: RNN-based
teacher ?), we found interesting results about SKD training.
In the case of applying SKD, CNN-based student ?, whose
teacher was RNN-based teacher ?, provided WER 7.32 % and
RERR 15.47 %. On the other hand, as presented in Table V of
Section V-B, the CNN-based student distilled from the CNN-
based teacher showed WER 7.64 % and RERR 11.78 %. In
terms of the WER performance, though RNN-based teacher ?
(WER 6.64 %) was 3.03 %p worse than CNN-based teacher
(WER 3.61 %), the performance of the distilled CNN-based
student was 0.32 %p better.
To further check the effect of the teacher’s performance
on SKD training, additional experiments were conducted
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COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
RNN-based teacher ? 6.64 21.16 6.97 21.06
RNN-based student ? 7.64 22.02 7.70 22.60
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 7.41 21.51 7.58 22.23
+ Guided CTC training [17] 7.34 21.84 7.54 22.33
+ Ours 6.51 20.28 6.77 20.58
TABLE X
COMPARISON OF WER (%) ON LIBRISPEECH. “OURS” DENOTES
TUTORNET WITH SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%)
Model dev test
clean other clean other
RNN-based teacher ‡ 7.21 21.78 7.47 22.15
RNN-based student ‡ 7.64 22.02 7.70 22.60
+ Sequence-level KD [14] 7.39 21.76 7.56 22.26
+ Guided CTC training [17] 7.39 21.83 7.49 22.24
+ Ours 6.52 19.98 6.80 20.93
by adopting another RNN-based teacher. We employed the
distilled RNN-based student (WER 7.21 %) as the RNN-
based teacher ‡, where the knowledge had previously been
transferred from CNN-based teacher in Section V-A.
Table VII describes the WER results. Compared to compet-
ing KD methods, TutorNet showed better WER improvement
in all cases. As given in Table VIII, CNN-based student ‡
distilled achieved WER 6.65 % with SKD training, which was
0.67 %p better than that of CNN-based student ?. It means that
the softmax prediction of RNN-based teacher ‡ was considered
more informative than that of RNN-based teacher ?. When
we applied RKD and SKD altogether, the performance of
CNN-based student ‡ (WER 6.25 %) was slightly better than
CNN-based student ? (WER 6.26 %), but the difference was
negligible.
Next, we compared LCTC−SKD when transferring from
different teachers, with the baseline of the CNN-based student
being the same. As shown in Fig. 5, we depicted the change in
the training loss over time with three different cases: (1) from
CNN-based teacher to CNN-based student, (2) from RNN-
based teacher ? to CNN-based student ?, and (3) from RNN-
based teacher ‡ to CNN-based student ‡. With SKD training,
CNN-based student ‡ distilled from RNN-based teacher ‡
showed faster optimization than the other, which indicated
that the teacher model with the highest WER performance
did not necessarily help the student model’s training. In other
words, the RNN-based teacher model ‡ can be more supportive
in distilling knowledge, notwithstanding its smaller parameter
size (13.1 M parameters) and worse performance (WER 7.21
%) compared to the CNN-based teacher (332.6 M parameters
/ WER 3.61 %).
TABLE XI
RERR (%) ON LIBRISPEECH DEV-CLEAN. WE EVALUATED THE
PERFORMANCE AT EACH STAGE OF TUTORNET WHEN RNN → RNN.
Teacher model TutorNet WER (%) RERR (%)
SKD 7.18 6.02
RNN-based teacher ? SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.57 14.01
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.51 14.79
SKD 7.17 6.15
RNN-based teacher ‡ SKD+RKD w/o MFW 6.93 9.29
SKD+RKD w/ MFW 6.52 14.66
Fig. 6. Analysis of the training loss LCTC−SKD . We compared RNN-based
student model distilled from CNN-based teacher, RNN-based teacher ? and
RNN-based teacher ‡, respectively.
D. RNN → RNN
In the previous experiments covered in Section V-A, V-
B, and V-C, we mainly paid attention to how well TutorNet
can distill the knowledge between networks with different
topologies. On top of that, we tried to verify that TutorNet
still works well in RNN to RNN transfer, which is a typical
KD case. To maintain the same model configuration, we
repetitively used RNN-based teacher ? (WER 6.64 %) and
RNN-based teacher ‡ (WER 7.21 %) as in Section V-C. Also,
we adopted the RNN-based student in Section V-A, whose
WER performance was 7.64 %.
Table IX and X shows the WER results on LibriSpeech in
distilling knowledge from the RNN-based teacher to the RNN-
based student. Compared to the other conventional approaches,
TutorNet significantly improved the WER performance of the
RNN-based student baseline. It means that TutorNet well
applied in the case of normal KD, where both teacher and
student models had the same model architecture.
We also conducted experiments to confirm the effectiveness
of SKD, RKD, and frame weighting. Table XI represents the
WER and RERR performance of each stage. Our best results
were achieved when training the student with RKD and SKD
altogether. In comparison with the SKD results of Table VIII
in Section V-C, there was no significant difference between
RNN-based student ? (WER 7.18 %) and RNN-based student
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COMPARISON OF WER (%) AND RERR (%) ON LIBRISPEECH IN THE CASE OF RNN & CNN → CNN. WE EVALUATED THE PERFORMANCE IN THE
CASE OF SELECTING SUITABLE TEACHERS FOR SKD AND RKD. THE BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD.
WER (%) RERR (%)
Student model SKD teacher RKD teacher dev test dev test
clean other clean other clean other clean other
RNN-based teacher ‡ RNN-based teacher ‡ 6.25 18.10 6.27 18.82 27.83 22.25 29.15 22.42
CNN-based student CNN-based teacher CNN-based teacher 6.12 18.02 6.23 18.69 29.33 22.59 29.60 22.96
RNN-based teacher ‡ CNN-based teacher 6.03 18.02 6.20 18.52 30.37 22.59 29.94 23.66
‡ (WER 7.17 %). In the case of applying both SKD and
RKD, even though RNN-based teacher ‡ performed worse
than RNN-based teacher ?, there was slight difference between
RNN-based student ? and RNN-based student ‡.
In addition, we compared LCTC−SKD when distilling from
different teachers, with the RNN-based student’s baseline
being the same. As illustrated in Fig. 6, We depicted the
change in LCTC−SKD over time with three different cases:
(1) from CNN-based teacher to RNN-based student, (2) from
RNN-based teacher ? to RNN-based student ?, and (3) from
RNN-based teacher ‡ to RNN-based student ‡. In the case of
training SKD, RNN-based student ? and RNN-based student
‡ showed faster optimization than the student distilled from
CNN-based teacher. Considering the high performance of
CNN-based teacher (WER 3.61 %), it is interesting that RNN-
based teacher ? and ‡ showed faster optimization despite
relatively poor performance. Unlike Fig. 5 in Section V-
C, there was no significant difference between RNN-based
teacher ? and RNN-based teacher ‡.
E. RNN & CNN → CNN
The results of the previous experiments, especially in Sec-
tion V-B and V-C, suggest that the teacher with the highest
WER performance did not necessarily help the training of the
student, and the best-performing teacher was different for each
level of knowledge. For instance, even though RNN-based
teacher ‡ had worse achievement than the other teachers, it was
shown to be more supportive in transferring the softmax-level
knowledge. Meanwhile, the CNN-based teacher was more
effective in distilling the representation-level knowledge to
the CNN-based student. These observations bringed us to an
interesting perspective: Can we get more improved results if
we select suitable teachers for RKD and SKD, respectively?
In order to verify this question, we conducted additional ex-
periments appyling the CNN-based teacher as an RKD teacher
and RNN-based teacher ‡ as an SKD teacher. CNN-based
student, which structurally equals to Jasper Mini, was adopted
as the target of distillation. As mentioned above, the reason
for selecting each of the teachers was the competitiveness of
the CNN-based and the RNN-based teacher we observed in
the RKD and SKD scenarios respectively, while training the
CNN-based student.
The WER results are described in Table XII. The student
distilled from suitable teachers for each stage showed the best
performance, which provided WER 6.03 % in the dev-clean
scenario. It was the highest performance in our experiments.
From these results, we believe that the proposed method
enables much more flexible model selection in KD. It means
that we can select model at each stage without limitation via
TutorNet, while achieving competitive performance.
VI. DISCUSSION
1) Transferring knowledge at the representation-level: To
effectively transfer the representation-level knowledge, we
introduced the initialization step RKD with frame weighting.
Since TutorNet aims at transferring knowledge regardless of
the types of neural network architecture, we focused on how
well it can distill the representation-level knowledge despite
such a gap between the teacher and student models. From
experimental results based on various models, we observed
that the proposed method well adapted to this unexplored
setting. It significantly improved the WER performance from
the original student in all cases. Not only the initialization with
RKD can guarantee a flexible KD at representation-level, but
also making use of frame weighting contributed to improving
the performance of the distilled student.
2) Effect on frame-level alignment: To distill frame-level
posterior in the CTC framework, we suggested using l2 loss
instead of the KL-divergence to improve the numerical stabil-
ity of distillation loss. This alternative approach allowed the
student to frame-wisely track the posterior distribution of the
teacher, while performing better than the other conventional
KD methods. The student can stably learn the alignment of
all the output labels, including blank ones. It further means
that, via TutorNet, the posterior fusion of multiple models is
possible despite the disagreement of CTC spike timings.
3) Surpassing the teacher: In Section V-C and V-D, the
student model surpassed its teacher. Our main attention is that
the performance of the student was significantly improved by
using SKD. As reported in Table V and VIII, in the case of
SKD, the CNN-based student (Jasper Mini) distilled from the
CNN-based teacher (Jasper DR) provided WER 7.64% and
from the RNN-based teacher ‡ (DeepSpeech2) showed WER
6.65% in the dev-clean scenario. In terms of the WER, the
CNN-based teacher (WER 3.61 %) was 3.60%p better than the
RNN-based one (WER 7.21 %), but the student’s performance
was 0.99%p worse. In other words, the teacher model with
high performance did not necessarily contain useful informa-
tion for the distilled student. One possible explanation is that a
slightly worse teacher with certain extent of performance can
yield more useful softmax targets for students.
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4) Suitable teacher selection for each stage: While the
RNN-based teacher showed its competitiveness in SKD train-
ing, the CNN-based teacher was more effective in distill-
ing the representation-level knowledge to the CNN-based
student. These observations motivated us to select suitable
teachers for RKD and SKD training, respectively. To verify
the effectiveness, we conducted additional experiments by
selecting a suitable teacher for each stage. In Section V-E,
we employed the CNN-based teacher as the RKD teacher and
RNN-based teacher ‡ as the SKD teacher. Consequently, we
got the highest WER performance among distilled students
in our experiments. It means that we can select a suitable
teacher model for each stage regardless of the model type via
TutorNet, giving more flexibility in model selection.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel KD method, TutorNet.
This framework copes with the shortcoming of the conven-
tional KD, which limits the flexibility of model selection
since the student model structure should be similar to that
of the given teacher. With the proposed method, we can
transfer the knowledge at the hidden representation-level and
the softmax-level, even when the architecture of the student is
inherently different from that of the teacher. Also, Selecting a
suitable teacher model for each level of knowledge is possible
via TutorNet, implying that we can have more flexibility in
selecting teacher or student models. In our experimental eval-
uations, TutorNet significantly performed better than the other
conventional approaches, allowing the student to outperform
its teacher in certain configurations. As various end-to-end
speech models can be flexibly selected, TutorNet represents
a significant step toward KD in the speech recognition task.
We expect the application of TutorNet not to be restricted to
the modality or model architecture of the tasks and would like
to examine its utility via cross-domain studies.
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